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A REPORT

ABOUT CHILD ABUSE

Part 22) The killing of shada - concern about child abuse



Minister of Justice Jøran Kallmyr,

The death of a child is described in part 21) of the Report, previously received

by the minister of justice.

The child Hanna had a serious illness, was denied medical assistance by the
barnevernet (Child Protective Services) and died at the age of 12. The attorney
general concludes that this is within the acceptable legal sense. However,

under Norwegian law, there is coverage to say that one is talking about
complicity in the murder. Barnevernet (CPS) is not in the position to deny any

vital health care.

Unfortunately we have a new death under public care.

Review of Shadas death

It concerns the Al-Bargouti family and their 3 children; Shada L6, Mohammad
13 and Ahmed 10 years old. Shada was taken care of by barnevernet (CPS) and
lived in an institution in Stavanger. She was found dead in her room, according
to current information.

On August 14,2019, police notified the family verbally that Shada had been
killed. According to the Report of deatn on August L2, that is, 2 days earlier,
the cause of death is suicide/ strangulation is stated in the form of hanging.

This seems strange because killing and suicide are two different things, and the
suspicion of the former should trigger the alert of the Norwegian Crime Scene

I nvestigation. (KRl POS)

Some points should be noted. I emphasize that this is not meant to be a

forensic report. lt is common sense and based upon some forensic principles**
There has been performed a simple reconstruction of two pictures from the
room to Shada, based on the police crime scene photos, in which the lawyer
has shown to the parents.

1) Barnevernet (CPS) claim that they are doing whats best for the child.
Therefore its illogical that Shada would wish to commit suicide, when



according to barnevernets (CPS) opinion that she did not even "need her

family".

2) Death certificate, enclosed please find (1)

The first name to the doctor is possible to read, but the last name impossible.

The certificate is not marked by any department or persons within that
department. The question is; who is the doctor? Health personel on the scene,

eventually at the hospital? (With many years of experience, I can confirm that
the certificate should be stamped, so that the information proceeds forward.)

Furthermore, it has been stated that the cell phone charger cable as a tool to
the suicide. This type of cable would not tolerate this type of weight, and can

easily break with your bare hands. This will be explained in detail.

3) By so-called fulfilled hanging, the body is found hanging in free air, in

other words the rope will carry the entire weight of the body. The body

height to Shada was over 180cm and she weighed most likely at-least 50

kg. A cell phone charger cable can probably not support the body weight

long enough to cause death.

A regular curtain rod is designed to keep the weight of curtains, not a grown

person. More than likely, the curtain rod would break before death occurs.

An important sign of a fulfilled hanging is marks on the neck, from the rope, a

so called "snørefure" or rope-mark. A thin cable in this case would leave a

significant mark with colour changes and eventually scraped skin on the neck.

However, the parents were looking for traces on the neck at the Stavanger

university hospital, but found nothing. Pictures taken after the occuring death

doesnt show any traces as well. A broken neck could also happen in some

cases, but here again there was no sign of that.

lnconclusive hanging means that parts of the body is touching the ground.

Death can occur by lesser pressure on the neck, by affecting superficial veins of
the neck. The sight of this can be pretty disturbing, and the dead person is

typically blue in the face and can be swollen, eventuelly with an open mouth
and the eyes protruding. The pictures of Shada show no evidence of this, and

neither did the parents see any evidence of this.



Furthermore, there are procedures to secure evidence, by securing the rope/
cable with a thin rope or the like to reconstruction. This has not been done. ln

this case, one can see a knot on the cable and there was some hair attached to
it, photo (8) Right off the bat, it is difficult to understand how this came to be.

4) Furhermore, there are other signs of significance.

There is clearly a blood stain on the bed. According to the parents, this was in

the vicinity of the head pillow to their daughter, see photo 9.

5) See photo 2, taken after death has occured. There are clear signs of
marks on the head and the upper torso. lt has been observed several

more marks on the upper torso and a wound of unknown size on the
back of the head. Photo 1 is with to compare.

By the washing of the body before the funeral, this happened after
transportation to the hospital in Drammen where the parents livq,,'and it
was observed something that looked like blood from the genital region.
(According to muslim tradition, the body was washed down by water, which
also reached the genital area, but the cover of the genital area was not lifted
up.)This suggests external violence on the body, eventually also with
impression/ blunt force trauma to the back of the head?

People connected to the hospital have said "off the record" that the child
had to have been killed, according to the external wounds on the body.

These are experienced helpers who are used to dealing with deceased
bodies.

6) ln regards to securing evidece: The parents were told at the Stavanger
university hospital that the clothes to the daughter, that she was wearing
when she died, were "discarded". This needs further explanation,
because the clothes could contain important trace/ evidence.

Conclusion: Suicide by hanging seems unlikely, because there are no signs that
are typical with this method. The body has wounds and lesions on several
parts, and it is observed blood stains on the bed. This does not coincide with
hanging or falling in connection with hanging. Murder is more likely, where a

physical altercation could explain the picture.
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Other items of interest

The parents have received the personal belongings to their daughter. The

contents seems a bit strange for a child who is denied normal schooling.

o Sexy underwear, bras with breast enhancement, high heeled shoes.

(Shada was relatively flat chested.)

. A huge amount of expensive makeup, manicure, equipment to eye

lashes, over 40 makeup brushes in different sizes, equipment for shaving

and removal of body hair, jewelry etc. We see a lot of equipment for
many thousands of kroner, see photo 3.

. Noteworthy is several packages with sanitary pads and tampons. For a

young, unmarried woman with a muslim background, tampons are

forbiden to use, according to the childs mother, because it can lead to
changes in the genital area and have consequences for her adult life.

Barnevernet (CPS)found reason to introduce the name "Lise Andersson",
undermining her real identity, see photo 4.

o There is foreign currency present, photo 7. This raises the question

whether she has been abroad, or been in contact with foreigners in
Norway? There is also been established a bank account in Sparebank 1

where she can deposit cash.

o There is also information that Shada needed medicine. This information
is a bit strange, because she was completely healthy and did not use any

medicine while barnevernet (CPS) took her.

Her letters show deep despair, self incriminating and worries for her family.
They describe that she was subjected for extensive violence in the institution
and was forced to have sex with strangers, also at night time. This shows a new
dimension of barnevernets understanding of "the best for the child".

This suggests thot we see serious criminol octs; Trafficking of children, child
prostitution ønd ruthless exploitation of her tragic situotion. When she tried to
stick up for her humon decency, she wos most likely killed. Reoctions like
violence and murder is well known from the prostitution environment in
generol. However, in this case she wos octually under pubtic care.



Condolances

Shada came to Norway when she was a little girl and became a norwegian
citizen. She loved her family and showed great care for her two younger

brothers. Her parents highest wish was to give their children a safe childhood
and environment, and they were resourceful people to the community.

There are a lot of people who reacted to the death, both in Norway and

abroad. our thoughts and prayers goes to the parents Yehya and Fadia Al-
Bargouti and the rest of the family on the west Bank. We regret that the
familys trust to the Norwegian society was met with lies, corruption and

violence.

My condolences goes to the ambassador at the Palestinian embassy in Oslo,

Marie Antoinette Sedin. I can only apologize for the total disregard for the
familys cultural and religious roots that we see. lt is important to emphasize
that Shada is without blame in what happened to her. She has bed exposed
to serious criminality, and the main responsabilty lays solely on the Norwegian
government.

There are many questions in the Arabic world after her death. I hope some of
these can be answered by casting a new light over the situation.

Shada Al- Bargouti R.l.P.

Konsekvenser

Mari Trommald, director of BUFDIR and Kjell Ropstad, child minister should
comment this publicly as soon as possible.

The Al-Bargouti family needs to start the necessary greaving process after the
death of their daughter. The two boys, Ahmed 10 år and Mohammad L3 years

must immediately be returned to the family, so the process can begin. The boys
were taken by barnevernet (CPS), on a baseless reason which makes no sense

whatsoever.

Also here, there is information of serious lack of care under public care.
Furthermore, a previous teacher has guaranteed himself an extra income; He



sent a message of concern to barnevernet, witnessed against the family and
took custody of one the boys himself. Everything points to that he has abused
his position.

The grandchild of NN (The grandmothers name remains anonvmous.)

The grandchild to NN, as described in Report part21-) is still living in the same
situation as Shada did. We are talking isolation, serious threats, forced
treatment of pregnancy prevention and rape. She has tried to commit suicide
several times. One person is sitting in prison for abusing her sexually, according
to my information.

The child is obviously in danger, seen in light of Shadas death. I am requesting
that the child be returned to its family as soon as possible, before something
worse happens again. The responsibility for eventually a new death gan solely
be blamed on the government, who has received several messages of concern.

ln regards to sending the Report to the Attornev general

This time, the Attorney general needs to react. Unnatural death with external
damage to the body, as well as the observing of blood, need to be investigated
as a potential homicide. This lies within the responsibility of the prosecutor.

The Attorney general should order the murder investigation to the case of
Shada Al-Bargouti. Please make note of the fact that an employee of STENDI AS
in Stavanger has raped the child, see enclosed document (3) Furthermore, I

would emphasize the proof of the clothes to shada, according to the
information the family has received, has been removed. obviously, the
Attorney general should consider if someone is trying to hide or conceal a

serious, criminal act. The Attorney general has now been informed.



Platform for action

The Report includes sensitive information, including a photo of the deceased.

The duty of confidentiality may be revoked when special reasons so warrant. ln

this case the following is seen;

/ Consent is given from the parents, attachment 4)
./ lt is assumed that Shada would approve the Report
/ There is probably a perpetrator at risk of repetition, so there is talk

of preventing a new, criminal act. This triggers a duty on the part

of health professionals to act.

This is solved by the Attorney general receiving some extended information.
Otherwise the Report goes to the recipients who tend to receive it. lt should

also be noted that information on abuse, rape and the risk of death in one-off
measures has been communicated to the government several times, at least 3

weeks before Shada died.

Oslo November 4,2019

With best regards

''o.q,'-.rfu,ff{
nodge\r vinrryef \

MD (medical doctor)

*Attorney generals decision July 26,2017, letter from prosecutor Eirik Stolt Nielsen August 22,2OIg

*x reference: Lundevalls rettsmedisin, Lundevall/Torleiv Rognum,7. edition, Universitetsforlaget
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Supplements:

1) Medical certificate of death on August 12,2019
2) Photos

Photo 1: Shada Al- Bargouti, November 2018

Photo 2: Photo from Stavanger university Hospital, foto: Family

Photo 3: Make up items sent from barnevernet (CPS)

Photo 4: Tampons and charger after changing names

Photo 5: lntimate wash and eyelash equipment

Photo 6: Selection of makeup

Photo 7: English coins

Photo 8: Reconstruction: Cable with hair from Shada

Photo 9: Blood trace in bed, reconstruction with ketchup

3) Journal note

Telephone from health sister December t3,2Ot7 anonymized
The Attorney general receives supplementary note conversation with
the leader of the institution December 13,20!7

4) Authorization of Octobe r 24, 2O!9



Foreward to;

Kongen i statsråd
Tone W. Trøen, stortingspresident
Dag Terje Andersen, leder Stortingets kontrollkomite
Bent HØie, Helse og omsorgsminister
Abid Q. Raja, medlem Stortingets presidenskap

Lene Vågs I id, I eder j u stiskom iteen Storti nget
Jørn Sigurd Maurud, Riksadvokaten
Bjørn G u ldvog, d irektør Helsedi rektoratet
Sven Marius Urke, dir. Domstoladministrasjonen
Jens B. Grøgaard, barnelege dr. med. overlege Helsedirektoratet

Lars Sponheim, Fylkesmannen i Hordaland
Trine Skei Grande, leder Venstre
lnga Bejer Engh, Barneombudet
Benedicte Bjørnland, politidirektør
Toril Øie, Ieder Norges Høyesterett

Anne G røstad, fØrstestatsadvokat
Carl lvar Hagen, vararepresentant Stortinget
Jonas Gahr Støre, partileder AP

Statens Helsetilsyn, Oslo
Aslak Syse, professor jur. fakultet UiO

Kåre Willoch, tidl. statsminister
Svein Lie, direktØr Helsedirektoratet
Kjell I Ropstad, barne -og familieminister
Mari Trommald, dir. BUFDIR

Marie Antoniette Sedin, ambassadØr Palestine Mission, Oslo

Trygve Slagsvold Vedum, partileder Sp

Ma rius Rei kerås, men neskerettighetsju rist
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